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HOME:
Run Fest Petržalka 2018
Running festival for each category with program for whole family. The event will be held under the auspices 
of Petržalka Mayor Vladimir Bajan and Mayor of the Capital City of the Slovak Republic Bratislava JUDr. Ivo 
Nesrovnal.

Date and Place:
16.6.2018 (saturday) Bratislava-Petržalka

Start and Finish:
Veľký Draždiak (at PanEuropean High School)

Map of the track for barefoot runners is an attachment to this document in English. Is somewhat different 
from the regular HalfMarathon track.

Time Schedule:
9:00 - 9:30 Kids Runs
10:00 - 12:00 Orientation and obstacle run for kids
10:00 - Run with pushchairs
10:30 - Start of Autopolis HalfMarathon
(Barefoot halfmarathon will be starting at 10:45, there will be difference in opposite of text in the web)
11:00 - Grand Prix 10 km
12:00 - Final ceremony for winners!

Program for Kids:
Inflatable attractions, face painting and more.

Ratings and awards.
Every runner gets a medal.
The first three winners in each category will be awarded medals and prizes.
Prize money for absolute winners Autopolis halfmarathon (men and women of all ages)
     1st place 50 €, 2nd place 30 €, 3rd place 20 €.
Barefoot runners awards will be happiness and fun :o)

Organizers:
.....

Co-organizers:
.....

Contact:
info@behsity.sk (for barefoot runners pavol@sovic.sk) 
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PROPOSITIONS:
Run Fest Petržalka 2018
Running festival for each category with program for whole family. The event will be held under the auspices 
of Petržalka Mayor Vladimir Bajan and Mayor of the Capital City of the Slovak Republic Bratislava JUDr. Ivo 
Nesrovnal.

Date and Place:
16.6.2018 (saturday) Bratislava-Petržalka

Start and Finish:
Veľký Draždiak (at PanEuropean High School)

Map of the track for barefoot runners is an attachment to this document in English. Is somewhat different 
from the regular HalfMarathon track.

On-line registration up to 13.6.2018 at www.behsity.sk/runfest
Registration is possible as well on the spot, during runners' presentation.
 
Presentation - Take-off package download and on-site registration
16.6.2018 from 8:00 to 30 minutes before the start of the category.

Time Schedule:
9:00 - 9:30 Kids Runs
10:00 - 12:00 Orientation and obstacle run for kids
10:00 - Run with pushchairs
10:30 - Start of Autopolis HalfMarathon
(Barefoot halfmarathon will be starting at 10:45, there will be difference in opposite of text in the web)
11:00 - Grand Prix 10 km
12:00 - Final ceremony for winners!

Registration fee:
All kids category is free of fee
Run with pushchairs - 6 eur by bank transfer or 9 eur cash on presentation
Autopolis HalfMarathon and Barefoot halfmarathon - 9 eur by bank transfer or 12 eur cash on presentation
Grand Prix 10 km - 12 eur by bank transfer or 15 eur cash on presentation
Discounted starting fees must be paid until the end of the online registration!

Registration fee payment:
By Card online just on the page within registration
By Bank tranfer on IBAN: SK87 0900 0000 0051 094 18729, SWIFT: GIBASKBX
Variable symbol is generated after your registration on page, Specific symbol is: 654
As message for the recipient you put in your Name

The payment of the registration fee is irreversible. Abolition of registration or non-participation in races for 
any reason not caused by the organizer is not a reason for a refund of the starting fee. The only case of 
returning the payment would be if the organizer defeated his / her ability to start the race, respectively. the 
specific participation in the competition.

Program for Kids:
Inflatable attractions, face painting and more.

Ratings and awards.
Every runner gets a medal.
The first three winners in each category will be awarded medals and prizes.
Prize money for absolute winners Autopolis halfmarathon (men and women of all ages)
     1st place 50 €, 2nd place 30 €, 3rd place 20 €.
Barefoot runners awards will be happiness and fun :o)
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Dressing and baggage rooms:
In the area of start in tent

Refreshments:
Water on track
Water, fruits and cereals in Finish area

Categories:
(For barefoot runers will be a part of the section “REGISTRATION” in following text)

Participation conditions:
It runs according to the rules of the Slovak Athletic Union and these sentences. Racers start at their own 
responsibility, we recommend taking a medical check-up. The organizer does not take responsibility for 
damage to property or health related to travel, stays and attendance of event contestants.

Organizers:
.....

Co-organizers:
.....

Contact:
info@behsity.sk (for barefoot runners pavol@sovic.sk)

REGISTRATION:

As new user you don’t have to apply to the web portal. Just start from the line:
“NOVÝ UŽÍVATEĽ...” 
E-mail:
Name:
Surname:
Gender:
Date of birth:
Club:
Phone No:
Address:
City:
Postal Code:
Chose your category: 
! Barefoot polmaraton muži (MEN)
! Barefoot polmaraton ženy (WOMEN)
If there will be need to start on another cathegory, please, choose it or let me know. I’ll take care of it.
There are two fields to sign, One is agreement with processing of your personal data,
second is agreement with the condition of the organizer. You can translate them through 
translate.google.com there is nothing special on them to solve. 

Then there are two possibilities: 
On green button REGISTER (you create your user profile for the future use)
or - REGISTER without a creation of user profile (under the green button) but there is no possibility to pay 
the registration fee on-line by card.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If there will be another question, please feel free to contact me pavol@sovic.sk It would be pleasure to help 
you not only with the event, but to find appropriate accommodation for you, or maybe some training before 
some free runs in forest around the Bratislava... Just contact me. 

Kind Regards
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